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Editor’s Welcome 
After a century of  free verse dominating the state of  
the art, we’re fast losing not only the markets for 
publication of  traditional poetry, but also the skills 
with which to write it. We started this journal 
because there are very few markets now for formal 
prosody.   Good free verse is like great free-form jazz, 
but jazz isn’t the only kind of  music. For the classical 
word-musicians among us, we’ve suffered some lean 
times.  

This review is an attempt to breathe new life into 
ancient formal traditions—the beating heart of  the 
English Language. Quarterday was born out of  the 

need for a venue for formal verse; our personal field of  dreams and the understanding 
that if  a market exists for formal and epic verse, poets will write it.  

We’ve been overjoyed to receive submissions from some exceptionally fine poets from 
across the English-speaking world. Poets for this ‘charter class’ hail from the British 
Isles, the Americas, and Australasia. These poets have brought us closed forms with 
open hearts. They've brought us traditional prosody with uniquely modern twists.  

This issue’s line-up demonstrates that a closed form need not be staid or dull. We 
have wry humour from Brian James Lewis and Kathy Steinemann balancing 
haunting Scottish myth from Clive Tern and K. Cotton. We have summer musings on 
burnt barbecue sausages and melted butter from Anton Rose and Mame Zirro. We 
have, from Elizabeth Archer, Julie Steiner and Beatriz Fernandez, beautiful, lyrical 
sonnets, ballades and ghazals on the experience of  women.  

Represented here is a great variety of  forms from European examples such as sonnets 
and rhymed stanzas through to the delights of  Asia in the form of  ghazals, haibun and 
haiku. It’s clear that the villanelle rules this issue. From the witty, pithy Godwin’s 
Villanelle about the need to be right in online discussions no matter how late it gets, to 
the hauntingly beautiful songs of  the sea from Clive Tern and John Bryden. The 
Quarterday Poets demonstrate the versatility of  this form in conveying frustration, 
obsession, and the uncanny.  
  
This issue’s epic verse is a poem called Knightshade by the American poet Joshua Allen 
Tompkins. Narrated in trochaic tetrameter, the epic centres on a dark mash-up of  the 
myths of  Tennyson’s Lady of  Shalott and the myths of  Sleeping Beauty and 
Rapunzel.  Tompkins pays full homage to the poets of  the Romantic tradition while 
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at the same time rendering a modern twist to an ancient heroic myth. The 
conversation between the Knight in Tarnished Armour and his Lady speaks to dark 
undertones that pass between men and women; Romanticism with dark and rusty 
edges. 

We hope you enjoy this issue. For those formal poets among you, we hope this issue 
inspires and encourages you to submit your work to us at www.quarterdayreview.com. 

Lucy Johnson 
Executive Editor. 

Editor’s Choice 
SONNET 94 by WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE 

	 They that have power to hurt and will do none, 
	 That do not do the thing they most do show, 
	 Who, moving others, are themselves as stone, 
	 Unmoved, cold, and to temptation slow; 
5	 They rightly do inherit heaven's graces 
	 And husband nature's riches from expense; 
	 They are the lords and owners of  their faces, 
	 Others but stewards of  their excellence. 
	 The summer's flower is to the summer sweet, 
10	 Though to itself  it only live and die, 
	 But if  that flower with base infection meet, 
	 The basest weed out-braves his dignity; 
 	      For sweetest things turn sourest by their deeds; 
   	      Lilies that fester smell far worse than weeds.  
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Godwin’s Villanelle 
A VILLANELLE by BRIAN JAMES LEWIS 

	 Three o’clock. I cannot go to bed yet, 
	 though it’s not insomnia that troubles me: 
	 Some callow fool is wrong on the Internet! 
  
	 I’ll kindly show his error—he’ll be in debt, 
5	 but I’ll be gracious. I press the Enter key 
	 and watch the clock. I cannot go to bed yet. 
  
	 A response in minutes. The baffling mindset 
	 of  this Neanderthal implores my duty: 
	 Don't let a fool be wrong on the Internet! 
	   
10	 My next treatise is long, and my eyes are wet; 
	 such logic is beautiful at half-past-three 
	 in the morning. I cannot go to bed yet. 
  
	 The unlearned reply, in full ASCII charset 
	 Is vulgar! I type, staccato and swiftly, 
15	 “You Nazi tool! You’re wrong on the Internet!” 
  
	 Tomorrow, perchance I’ll recant the epithet, 
	 But tonight, my conscience will not leave it be. 
	 Four o’clock—I cannot go to bed yet, 
	 Because someone’s still wrong on the Internet.  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Jabberwonkish 
RHYMED STANZAS by KATHY STEINEMANN 

	 ’Twas Tuesday last when Lewis flipped. 
	 He gyred and gimbled in his crypt. 
	 For wonkish is free poetry— 
	 No sense of  form or symmetry. 

5	 Sans punctuation, meter, rhyme, 
	 It bombinates and oftentime 
	 Confuses with experimentation— 
	 A baffling read, abstract creation. 

	 Penned by Jubs lacking volition, 
10	 Crammed on shelves across the nation, 
	 Filling our books with naught but litter, 
	 Words that bore, obscure, embitter. 

	 Lewis spoke and blazoned clear, 
	 Loud enough for all to hear: 
15	 “Yours is the torch. Yours to cherish. 
	 You mustn’t allow our rhyme to perish. 

	 “It must not die a mimsy death. 
	 It must survive. It must breathe breath.” 
	 The Jabberwock did then acclaim, 
20	 Its timbre loud, its zeal aflame: 

	 “The vorpal blade has fought the foe 
	 And struck its uffish, final blow. 
	 Rhyme is not dead! It lives. It cries. 
	 It soothes the soul. It calms. It sighs.” 

25	 ’Twas Wednesday last, when in his crypt 
	 Slept Lewis, sound, no more verklypt. 
	 O frabjous day! Callooh! Callay! 
	 Our rhyme survives. Our rhyme shall stay! 
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Inferno 
A HAIBUN by KATHY STEINEMANN  

	 The heat attacks me while I doze, stifling me in its fiery throes. My heart turns 
	 into a stuttering drum; I wait for relief  that will never come. It bathes me in 	
	 sweat, drenches the bed, wets me, consumes me, from toe to head. I throw off  
	 the blankets; toss and turn; my breathing races, my face and neck burn. I 	  
5	 cannot escape. There’s nowhere to go. I sigh and I quake as I dream of  the 	
	 snow. 

	 No, not menopause. 
	 Middle of  August without 
	 air conditioning. 

A Tiny Summer Poem  
RHYMED VERSE by MAME ZIRRO  

	 The garden becomes edible  
	 Butter is more spreadable  
	 Pounds more easily sheddable 
	 In summer.  
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Knightshade 
EPIC IN RHYMED STANZAS by JOSHUA ALLEN TOMPKINS with LIUSAIDH 

	 Dark Knight, his quest to vanquish evil, 
	 Approaches now to Ebon's keep, 
	 This task of  years, now close to ended, 
	 Brings our tale where angels weep. 
5	 Through the forest, o're the river 
	 Dodging dragons left to guard 
	 Mounts the stairs with ne'er a shiver 
	 Till top he gains, his breath come hard.   

	 He finds himself  in Ebon's chamber 
10	 Atop a tower of  blackened stone 
	 To spy the witch before her mirror 
	 Warp and  weft in looming tones.  
	 She sits, in light of  hallowed evening 
	 In masking shadows, darkness seeps 
15	 He tears her fingers from her weaving 
	 This Knight, in nighted passion speaks:  
  
	 Written sharp, your quill a sabre 
	 Your pages turned by one embrace, 
	 These, the fruits of  shadowed labor, 
	 Whispers come with midnight grace. 
20	 You by light let down with angels, 
	 You by darkness in this space, 
	 Second skin to touch the black now, 
	 Written shades run down your face.   

	 We broken, matched, sly Wisdom's fools, 
25	 Dancers here within our steps, 
	 Shared shifted light in circled pools. 
	 Hand by hand, to gilded weft, 
	 Tapestry, that woven madness, 
	 Light by shadow given heft.  
30	 By cavern lakes, now edged in sadness, 
	 I could lay me down, except— 
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	 I find the twilight in this place, 
	 Shaded, yes it runs to shade, 
	 You, hung in darker silken threads, 
35	 I fear of  all your wonder made.  
	 My eyes see light in Shadow’s candle, 
	 All these shades my penance paid, 
	 I've taken life to fight the darkness, 
	 But in this space lay down my blade.  

40	 Lady, what has darkness given? 
	 You are human, mortal clay, 
	 Fallen once, forgiveness alien, 
	 No dawn for you in lost's dark way, 
	 I, lusting soft for all your shadow, 
45	 Velvet hunger for my pay, 
	 Will not break those ropes to reach you, 
	 O Sinner, we die every day! 
  
	 Parted soft, by lamplight seeking 
	 Witness now the penance paid, 
50	 We foes, as close as lovers, speaking 
	 Dancers in this masquerade.  
	 My lady rakes the hearts of  heroes 
	 Yet casts no cants on torn Sir Shade,  
	 Your sorrow lurks 'neath shadowed maskings  
55	 So bold without, within afraid.   

	 Listen close, my Lady Ebon, 
	 My tale of  weighty shadows gained, 
	 Story writ on page uneven, 
	 With rusted blades and armour stained. 
60	 I was once a gold-haired princeling 
	 Royal blood ran richly red, 
	 Only justice fuelled my killing, 
	 The noble crown on regal head. 
  
65	 Once this Prince went out for questing, 
	 Over hills and under caves, 
	 Monsters felled at every backswing, 
	 Charger white, the day to save. 
	 So righteous then, in battle's clamour,  
70	 Colours clear, the shine to boot.  
	 No blemish to his bannered armour, 
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	 No stain to smirch his holy root. 
  
	 But rending thorns grew ever daily, 
	 They sprouted blind, to bind the mane, 
75	 His charger fell, one swing to many, 
	 And broken-legged, this prince went lame.  
	 Shadows oiled, with smothered lusting, 
	 Sought to blot his given name, 
	 His armour loose, where shadows touched him 
80	 Until those shadings he became.   

	 Darkness warps this trail-bruised hero 
	 The blade descends, and still it cuts, 
	 Those it fells now leave their shadow, 
	 Those it claims leave gifts of  rust. 
85	 Stained, this knight walks ropes with madness, 
	 Marked, he heeds that shaded lust, 
	 His blade e're swings against the darkness, 
	 Yet steps come heavy in the dust.  

	 For stands he here, by shaded gating, 
90	 The armour loose, the horse long gone,  
	 Standing close by gilded plating, 
	 Come to claim the shadow-borne.  
	 Masked Lady Ebon bows in waiting,  
	 Late to come, and late to end 
95	 This quest to seal her dire fating, 
	 And yet, this blade cannot descend.  
  
	 Lady Ebon's sorrowed slackness, 
	 Another miser counting cost, 
	 Another gambler bet to blackness,  
100	 The wager in the bones now tossed. 
	 Yet 'neath the mask, a pale-faced stranger, 
	 Hidden by the black she's touched, 
	 He sees the child, the lighted angel, 
	 He sees the grace the shadows lost. 
  
105	 Can a prince be shaded ever, 
	 And still yet sit the holy seat? 
	 What Saints shall bless this love for winter, 
	 Imprisoned in the harlot's Keep?  
	 Jest by spite, by wish, by gifting: 
110	 The warp and weft are woven, neat, 
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	 This soldier called, past ages shifting 
	 Gives no love to dark defeat.   

	 The shaded Knight in his surrender 
	 Clutches sword, and births a plan 
120	 A bridge from Heaven, hand extended 
	 To give the lost one what he can. 
	 His heart of  darkness, stripped to baring 
	 Armour-less, this broken man 
	 Yet strong as steel in all his knowing 
125	 Iron hefted in his hand.  

	 All hangs on this, Time's baited breathing 
	 Are shadows lies, or Truth's surfeit?  
	 Honeyed in the Witch's whispers, 
	 Little girl, are shadows sweet?  
130	 The knight knows now, this eve's dark faring, 
	 For jaded chevaliers, defeat: 
	 Cleaved before that naked staring, 
	 This shadow circle now complete. 
  
	 Eternity in Tower Ebon, 
135	 Will she move to join his fate? 
	 Will he hold his strength for Heaven, 
	 Or pass beyond shadow gate? 
	 Glints the dawnlight, Morning's dancer, 
	 On edged decision, poised, he waits 
140	 In ironed pose, for Ebon's answer 
	 The morn has come. Choose now your fate. 

And she answers: 

	 Shadows spun with masks and mirrors,  
145	 Spells to spin and webs to weave 
	 Steps in dance this twisted sinner 
	 Sees your soul, and makes to leave 
	 You in your darkness, in your hunger, 
	 In your pleasure, pain and hope, 
150	 With your dragons, e're they slumber, 
	 Coiled taut in caverned smoke.  
  
	 I spindled once with bloodied casting, 
	 Sinister ways, meandering paths: 
	 You turned away with prayer and fasting 
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155	 Slaying the dragon's wicked laugh. 
	 A jester I, with wit so wicked 
	 No Sleeping Beauty in her bower 
	 And you, that prince caught in the thicket 
	 Tell me true, who has the power? 

160	  For from those thorns you cry, I hear you 
	 "Cast away that mask," you say. 
	 "Cast away pretence and fear, you 
	 are not bad, you've lost your way. 
	 Sinners die, are born anew 
165	 Each day our dragons snap and fight:  
	 There is nothing ill with darkness 
	 We dwell within it, reach for light."  

	 I am half  sick of  maddening shadows 
170	 There I weave by night and day 
	 In this, the tower of  my terror 
	 How did I so lose my way? 
	 These thorns were sprouted not to shield me 
	 But to protect the innocent: 
180	 You've stumbled past the place where demons 
	 And their dragons do frequent.  
  
	 They reap, those reapers reaping early 
	 They keep, those keepers of  this bower 
	 Set me free from this, I beg thee! 
185	 Breach the walls and storm the tower! 
	 You reach for masks, you smash the mirror, 
	 Tear the lace from off  my crown, 
	 Expose the saint, the whore, the sinner,  
	 Maiden, mother, priestess, clown. 
  
190	 You are the Shaded Knight, yet holy 
	 You, the darkness cannot bind: 
	 Love for winter, pulls to springtime  
	 Fingers caught, our hands entwined.  
	 You draw me out, through breach-ed stone 
195	 Beyond the thicket and the wall,  
	 For none can slay those beasts alone:   
	 No more we'll lie in Shadow's thrall.  

	 	 	 THE END  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Whaur Kelpies Gallop 
A VILLANELLE in SCOTS by CLIVE TERN 

	 Unknown yet, your soft, sweet, and selkie skin, 
	 Whaur undaunted A wid seek that within, 
	 Fair the comforting caresses I’d win. 

	 Tae weep, my sadness by the sea A bring, 
5	 Alone, alone, ‘Ochone, ochone,’ tae sing, 
	 Unknown yet, your soft, sweet, and selkie skin. 

	 With wan a’ bottle, aye, with twa an aw,  
	 A keek an unkent thing alang the shore. 
	 Fair the comforting caresses I’d win. 

10	 Haud ma breath, an haud ma hand, whit’s in the sand? 
	 Whaur kelpies galloped A lay doon saddened. 
	 Unknown yet, your soft, sweet, and selkie skin. 

	 Uisge Beatha A drink huge, a malty sea 
	 Wud that there be someone carin’ for me 
15	 Fair the comforting caresses I’d win. 

	 In sea-lochs whaur my hope wis abandoned 
	 At mid-summers height, it wis you A foond. 
	 Unknown yet, your soft, sweet, and selkie skin 
	 Fair the comforting caresses I’d win.  

Glossary 

Selkie  — Mythic creatures who live as seals in the sea, but shed their skin to live   as 
humans on land. 

Ochone — A traditional highland lament. 

Kelpie — A mythic spirit creature associated with water and often take the form of  a 
horse. 
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Thirteen Days And Nights 
A GHAZAL by BEATRIZ F. FERNANDEZ 
	  

	 Three hundred woman strong I rode into your camp, that night 
	 to meet the legend whispered over soldiers’ campfires at night. 

	 A conqueror, a king, a hero—imagine my chagrin to find 
	 you a mere man: shorter than I, a little tired, that night. 

5	 Your men gaped at us in wonder, but your eyes warmed 
	 as I offered you the body you admired, that night. 

	 I sought a daughter by a strong sire, not your heart or mind, 
	 but red wine and moonlight with Eros conspired, that night. 

10	 What began as a quest for a princess to succeed my reign, 
	 stirred into a maelstrom that drowned us in desire, that night. 

	 We rode and hunted all those sun-filled days—but traveled  
	 beyond the boundaries of  maps or empires, those nights. 

	 In the end we parted friends, with the due ceremony 
15	 and gift-giving our stations required, that last night. 

	 Having gained your worthy seed for my womb as prize, 
	 gladly I escaped the deepening gyre of  those nights. 

	 But now the silence that surrounds me as I await the birth 
	 sings to me with the same notes as your lyre, that night. 

20	 And when in dreams I chance to gaze upon your face again 
	 this queen’s heart burns as tinder flung on a pyre, all night. 

On viewing “The Amazon Queen Thalestris in the Camp of  Alexanderthe Great” by Johann Georg 
Platzer  (with thanks to Adrienne Mayor’s  article on the subject in History Today 1/15.)  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What Makes A Woman? 
A SONNET by ELIZABETH ARCHER 

	 What makes a woman? Is it in my limbs 
	 Knees that skirts skimmed as soon as I could walk, 
	 Lace ruffled panties, little lace edged socks, 
	 Ribs sheathed in velveteen for Christmas hymns? 
  
5	 Is it those swelling breasts, those hills that grew 
	 On adolescent nights—volcanic cones 
	 Frightening in power, woman breaking through 
	 The child, still a heap of  growing bones? 
  
	 What makes a woman? Is it the waiting womb, 
10	 That monthly tidies up with scrubs of  blood, 
	 That baby case, that miracle, that tomb? 
	 Sometimes a curse, sometimes the greatest good— 

	      Are women body parts, or one great whole? 
  	      Am I a woman to my bones? My soul?  

Senryu for Summer 
A JAPANESE SENRYU by ANTON ROSE 

	 Blackened sausages 
	 raw in the middle, sins 
	 covered with ketchup.  
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Big Picture 
A PETRARCHAN SONNET by JULIE STEINER 

	 “She lived, you know.” I’m speechless when I hear it. 
	 Not at the news itself  (which isn’t new 
	 to me—I watched a Kim Phúc interview 
	 years ago) but at the casual spirit 
5	 in which you toss this tidbit off. It’s clear it 
	 doesn’t seem miraculous to you. 
	 Considering the hellfire she went through, 
	 I’m awed by her survival. I revere it. 

	 But you’re a cynic, free of  such excesses. 
10	 So when I cite a few atrocities 
	 that science has enabled, your blasé 
	 She lived, you know apparently dismisses 
	 napalm from my catalog of  these. 
	 You’re unimpressed. I don’t know what to say.  

Haiku 
A JAPANESE HAIKU by K. COTTON  

	 Summer's golden clime 
	 Maiden's cheeks o' rosy sheen. 
	 Celtic Moon glowing. 
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Deviant Ballade 
A BALLADE (IRREGULAR) by JULIE STEINER 

	 I died! you say. You mean Onstage, I froze, 
	 tongue-tied. Hostile audiences daunt. 
	 When heckling hits you like a fire hose, 
	 the trick is to deflect it on a slant. 
5	 Self-deprecate. If  anybody throws 
	 tomatoes, wear one, clown-like, on your nose. 
	 Dignity? The wise prefer détente. 
	 Some things it’s just ridiculous to want. 

	 That’s sick! you laugh. You mean My laughter shows 
10	 I’m not contaminated. Jeer and taunt 
	 and carry on like all the other crows. 
	 You’re carrion the moment that you don’t. 
	 Give no one any hint you’re “one of  those” 
	 whose hearts are so delicious to expose. 
15	 Forgo the comfort of  a confidant. 
	 Some things it’s just ridiculous to want: 

	 A shred of  sympathy, however gaunt. 
	 A flyspeck of  respect. Untrodden toes. 
20	 Freedom from the fear and guilt that haunt 
	 you always, thanks to things you never chose. 
	 The sort of  specialness that you could flaunt. 
	 The sort of  suffering you might disclose. 
	 To be yourself, not Mr. Nonchalant. 
25	 Some things it’s just ridiculous to want. 

	 Print slips for fortune cookies. Bold the font. 
	 Such wisdom might be Buddha’s. Or Thoreau’s. 
	 (In fact, concerning eros, it’s Rousseau’s.) 
	 Some things it’s just ridiculous to want.  

Based on a line from the poem “Jean-Jacques Rousseau” in the series “Noted Sadomasochists”,  
found in Rose Kelleher’s collection Bundle o’ Tinder (Waywiser Press, 2008).  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Nomad  

A VILLANELLE by JOHN BRYDEN  

	 As restless as a drifting escapee, 
	 One sole refrain I’m destined to restate, 
	 Just be the next horizon’s devotee. 

	 It came to me in time of  infancy, 
5	 When ocean waters billowed at the gate, 
	 As restless as a drifting escapee. 

	 Propelled to surge and swell with wild esprit, 
	 The rolling litany would not abate, 
	 Just be the next horizon’s devotee. 

10	 Its chant imbued in me a thirst for breaking free, 
	 And pushing on till moving grew innate, 
	 As restless as a drifting escapee. 

	 At length my homeland’s chronic absentee, 
	 I’ve bowed to this until the present date, 
15	 Just be the next horizon’s devotee. 

	 Since long ago I grew up by the sea, 
	 The will of  Neptune dominates my fate, 
	 As restless as a drifting escapee, 
	 Just be the next horizon’s devotee. 
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Reviews 

Poetry Like Bread: Poets of  the Political Imagination. 
Ed. Martin Espada 
Curbstone Press USD $15:97 
Star Rating: 5/5 

This wonderful anthology of  Latino and indigenous poems 
has been updated and is beautifully presented. Voices from 
across the Americas — from guerrilla combatants through 
to ordinary working people, all carrying the voice of  the 
unanimous struggle for autonomy. These are the voices of  
the powerless rendered large. Rendered in English and 

Spanish, most verse in this collection are in open forms. All carry with them the 
exceptional music of  América. Some funny, some beautiful, some tragic they 
encapsulate the a common cry for social justice and humanity. These verses are 
songs, polemic and a wild pulse. This is a volume to be cherished and read 
aloud. If  you buy one anthology this year, make it this one.  
 

Shining from a Different Firmament 
Beatriz F. Fernandez  
Finishing Line Press USD $12.49 
Star Rating: 4/5  

Shining from a Different Firmament is an exceptional collection 
from this award-winning poet. A mixture of  open and 
closed forms, these collected poems speak to the experience 
of  women through the ages, carrying with them a strong 
mythic element. Fernandez’s poetry is full of  wit and 

surprises, with history, myth and art presented with beautiful, original twists 
and perspectives. These poems represent a journey that resonates with our 
common humanity.  We especially loved the subtle treatment of  classical 
themes.  We felt that for such a wonderful collection of  poetry the publisher 
could have put more effort into the presentation of  these verses, with the 
volume itself  having a slapdash feel in terms of  book design. However, the 
soaring beauty of  Fernandez’s verse more than compensates for this. A 
wonderful volume by an inspirational Latina poet.  
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Reviews 

Some Things Matter: 63 Sonnets 
James Nash 
Valley Press GBP £8:99  
Star Rating: 3.5/5  

This volume of  sonnets balances form against quiet mood 
and reflections. Here we see a range of  emotion subtly 
restrained in the British everyday. While the poetry focuses 
mostly on the ‘little things’ there’s no shortage of  humour 
and charm here—we especially enjoyed the sonnet on bags 
for life!  In places, we felt more attention should have been 
given to preserving the form of  some of  the sonnets, which 

in places departed a little too much from the meter, but Nash demonstrates on 
every page the dexterity and intimacy he has with the form. Many of  these 
sonnets are engaging and engrossing, and it’s wonderful to see such attention 
given to a form that’s seen very little movement in the poetry world recently. 
These poems are beautifully presented, with great attention to the book design, 
making the volume a real, genuine pleasure to read.  
 

The Ode Less Travelled 
Stephen Fry  
Arrow Books GBP £7:18 
Star Rating 5/5 

 Unlike many primers on formal verse this book is firmly 
rooted in praxis. The poet learns to craft her poetry by 
experience, through Fry’s carefully graded tasks that lead 
the novice poet through most of  the main poetry forms, 
with plenty of  room for exploration. Never dull, patronising 
or dumbed down, Fry’s work is surprisingly accessible. This 

is the book you wish you’d had during your high school English. This is the 
book you wish had been available during your first semester in poetry at 
college. Fry likens the book to a ‘How to paint’ or ‘How to play the guitar’ 
primer and so it is, but this little book is so much more. What’s amazing about 
it is that you will develop through the act of  writing poetry — rather than 
responding to it — a fuller appreciation of  metrical, beating heart of  the 
English Language. We’ve used it. We’ve loved it. We recommend it to everyone.  
How different would your view of  traditional poetry be if  Oscar Wilde had 
been your English teacher? With this volume, we can get some idea.  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Contributors 
Brian James Lewis lives in Northern California and spends his day as a software 
security engineer, his evenings as editor-in-chief  of  E&GJ Press, and his nights on the 
Internet. This villanelle is mostly not autobiographical. 

Kathy Steinemann lives in the foothills on the Alberta side of  the Canadian Rocky 
Mountains. She has loved writing for as long as she can remember. 
Her work has been published widely online and in print. She has also worked on 
projects in commercial art and cartooning. You can find her latest publications at  
Kathy’s Books.  

Clive Tern writes poetry, flash fiction, and short stories from a secret redoubt in rural 
Perthshire, Scotland. When not writing, reading, educating or caring for his family, he 
likes to plan a menu, don his chefs jacket, and pretend to be the next Masterchef. 
Follow him on twitter @clivetern, and spot his occasional gripes about how hard 
writing is at www.clivetern.com. 

Joshua Allen Tompkins is a poet and writer of  speculative fiction from New 
England. Joshua’s poetry and fiction is inspired by myth, dreams, nature. He’s 
interested in everything that spawns a new line of  thought, from history to horror. has 
been writing for more than half  his life. Widely travelled, he now lives with his family 
in Maine. His poetry volume By Dreamways Soft is available from Amazon. 

Liùsaidh is a poet and author from the west of  Scotland. Writing from a crack-
ridden council estate, the poems are always strange. You can find them online and in 
print, most recently in Unlost Journal, and The Ghazal Page.  

Mame Zirro is a writer, painter, and costumer from Detroit, MI. She occasionally 
remembers to blog at writemybrainsout.wordpress.com. Her current Instagram 
project is 99 days of  Illustrated Poetry. @mamezirro #99lines  

K. Cotton (also known as blue angel) is a poet and author specialising in erotic, dark 
fantasy, philosophical poetry and flash fiction. When she isn’t writing, she is sketching, 
or experimenting with photography. Read more about her work at 
blueangelpoetry.wordpress.com 

Elizabeth Archer writes poetry and fiction, and is working on a novel. She lives in 
the wilds of  the Texas Hill Country.  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Contributors 
Beatriz F. Fernandez is a reference librarian at Florida International University, 
Miami, and an award-winning poet and author. Widely published, and broadcast, 
Beatriz was the grand prizewinner of  the Second Annual Writer’s Digest Poetry Prize. 
Her work has been featured in the Latina Book Club Blog, Label me Latina/o, Boston 
Literary Magazine, and Writer’s Digest. Her poetry collection Shining from a Different 
Firmament is available from Finishing Line Press. Find out more about her work at 
beasbooks.blogspot.co.uk 

Anton Rose lives in Durham, U.K. He writes fiction and poetry while working on a 
PhD in Theology, all fuelled by numerous cups of  tea. Find him at antonrose.com or 
@antonjrose 

Julie Steiner lives in San Diego, California. A longtime participant in Eratosphere 
(Able Muse's online poetry workshop), Julie is a member of  the international task 
force to preserve and promote the late British poet M. A. Griffiths' literary legacy. 

John Bryden was born in New Zealand but grew up in South Pacific islands 
countries (Samoa and Fiji). In the 1980s he lived in Singapore. He now lives in China, 
where he works as an English teacher. The diversity of  his cultural experience brings 
a global outlook to his writing. His poetry volume,  Freedom's Beat is available at 
Amazon. 

Submissions 
At Quarterday we’re always looking for edgy, thought provoking poetry in traditional 
forms. We’re inspired by new takes on old traditions. We look for your best formal 
poetry, preferably containing mythic, indigenous or seasonal themes. We prefer deep 
emotion, strong narratives and memorable voices. We’re also a rare market for long 
and epic poetry,  At the moment we’re publishing on (or as near to) the ancient Celtic 
quarter days as possible, and our next issue will come out in late October/ early 
November in time for Samhain (Hallowe’een). The perfect time for sending us your 
dark fantasy, shaded myths, and things that go bump in the night. Submit to us via 
our website at www.quarterdayreview.com. 
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